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A B S T R A C T   

Direct steam (and vapour) generation in parabolic trough collectors remains practically untapped due to inherent 
multi-physics challenges. Such difficulties include an understanding of the effect the non-uniform solar flux has 
on the boiling flow within absorber tubes. For this purpose, steady-state flow boiling of R245fa was experi-
mentally investigated in a 17.12 mm diameter horizontal stainless-steel tube, at a saturation temperature of 
40 ◦C, and mass fluxes of 125 kg/m2s to 300 kg/m2s. Various circumferential heat flux distributions were 
considered at the same total heat rate, including fully uniform heating, bottom half heating, top half heating, side 
half heating, and a representative parabolic trough collector heating profile. Locally applied heat fluxes ranged 
from 0.38 kW/m2 to 30.48 kW/m2. It was found that the transition between flow patterns were not affected by 
the heat flux distribution. A stochastic inverse model based on Bayesian inference was developed to resolve the 
heat transfer coefficients. The heating profile significantly altered the heat transfer performance in terms of the 
local and average heat transfer coefficients. Relative to uniform heating, the average heat transfer coefficients 
ranged between approximately a 144 % enhancement to a 40 % reduction, depending on the heat flux distri-
bution, mass flux, and vapour quality. The parabolic trough collector heating profile had the best average heat 
transfer coefficient for most conditions, whereas uniform heating demonstrated superior heat transfer co-
efficients for highly convective dominant flow. Locally resolved heat transfer coefficients identified the domi-
nance of nucleate boiling at the tube’s lower circumference. Existing predictive methods from literature were 
found unsuitable when applied at the local level. Further investigation is required to determine the relative 
dominance of convective and/or nucleate boiling at different circumferential positions.   

1. Introduction 

Concentrated solar power (CSP) provides a renewable and compet-
itive carbon–neutral alternative to fossil-fuel technologies in meeting 
future energy demands [1,2]. Several CSP configurations exist, whereby 
the solar-to-thermal energy conversion is facilitated via the optical 
concentration of direct normal irradiation (DNI) onto a central receiver. 
The parabolic trough collector (PTC) is a mature and commonly 
employed CSP technology [3,4] that typically utilises a horizontal 
absorber tube as the receiver. Consequently, the fluid flowing within the 
absorber tube is brought to a high exergy state and can, for instance, be 
used in electrical power generation via a Rankine or organic Rankine 
cycle (ORC) [5]. This can either be done indirectly through an auxiliary 
heat transfer fluid that transports thermal energy from the absorber tube 
to a steam/vapour generator, or directly via the production of steam/ 
vapour within the absorber tube, without the need of the intermediate 

heat transfer fluid system. The latter, referred to as direct steam gen-
eration (DSG) when water is used, promises increased thermodynamic 
efficiency and economic viability [5]. For fluids other than water, a 
more apt description is direct vapour generation (DVG) when employed 
in ORCs. ORCs, operating on refrigerants such as R245fa, have recently 
gained traction [6–8] due to their unique potential for low and medium- 
grade heat recovery [9,10]. This is of interest in scenarios with low solar 
irradiance [11] or when relatively low-temperature waste heat is 
available [12]. 

Although having innate advantages, the boiling phenomena intro-
duced in the absorber tube makes for non-trivial challenges when 
modelling DSG and DVG. Furthermore, PTC tubes induce a large 
circumferential non-uniform heat flux (NUHF) on the boiling flow 
[13–16], which can cause significant thermally-induced deflections of 
the absorber tube if neglected, resulting in component failure and 
reduced optical efficiency [17,18]. Therefore, a fundamental under-
standing of the thermohydraulic characteristics of flow boiling under 
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NUHF conditions is critical in the design and control of PTC systems with 
DSG and DVG, and similar NUHF flow boiling technologies. 

Research pertaining to non-uniformly applied heat fluxes on fluid flow 
is comparatively lacking in literature and has largely been neglected in 
the analysis of PTC applications. Recently, numerical simulations have 
been used in studying PTC tubes under non-uniform solar flux distribu-
tions on single-phase fluids, including thermal oils [16], molten salts [19], 
carbon dioxide (CO2) [15], and nanofluids [20]. Qiu, et al. [15] analysed 
supercritical CO2 and found the temperature of the absorber tube to 
follow the non-uniform solar flux distribution, agreeing with experi-
mental observations [17]. Symmetrical cross-sectional vortices were 
generated due to buoyancy induced secondary flow. Wang, et al. [19] 
found similar temperature distributions when modelling a PTC with 
molten salt flow. Huang, et al. [21] numerically studied fully developed 
turbulent mixed convection and found a PTC heat flux profile to induce 
buoyancy-driven secondary flow which significantly altered the thermo-
hydraulic characteristics to that of a uniformly heated scenario. The heat 
transfer coefficient (HTC) values and friction factors mostly increased 
with the NUHF [21], and secondary flow was enhanced by increases in 
the Grashof number and decreases in the Reynolds number [21]. Okafor, 

et al. [22] presented a numerical model for mixed convection laminar 
flow and showed buoyancy-induced secondary flow to significantly 
enhanced the HTC, increasing with heat flux intensity and angle span. 

Several experimental studies have also investigated the influence of a 
NUHFs on single-phase flow. Buoyancy-driven secondary flow in hori-
zontal square [23] and rectangular [24] channels with the bottom wall 
heated have been found to induce vortices, as plumes of warm fluid rise 
from the heated surface and cooler fluid drops. Chang, et al. [25] 
numerically and experimentally investigated turbulent water flow with 
semi-circumferential heating from above, noting the average HTC values 
were unaffected by the NUHF and were accurately captured by the 
Dittus and Boelter [26] correlation. Shen, et al. [27] experimentally 
investigated molten salt at unilateral heat flux ratios of 1, 2, and 5.7, 
where it was found the HTC values were stronger on the lower heat flux 
surface. Dirker, et al. [28] experimentally studied several NUHFs on 
water flow in the laminar-transitional regime and found the HTC to be 
significantly affected by the heat flux distribution and intensity. The 
NUHFs reduced the average HTC in comparison to uniform heating, 
while applying the heat flux to the bottom of the tube was superior to 
other semi-circumferential heat flux distributions [28]. 

Nomenclature 

A Surface area of heating sector [m2] 
a,b Model coefficients [-] 
Bo Boiling number [-], 

(
Bo = q̇/[G(hg − hl)]

)

C Constant [-] 

Co Confinement number [-], 
(

Co = 1/D
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
σ/
[
g
(
ρl − ρg

) ]√ )

cp Specific heat capacity [J/kgK] 
D Diameter [m] 

Frl Liquid Froude number [-], 
(

Frl = [(1 − x)G ]
2
/(gDρ2

l )
)

g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2] 
G Mass flux [kg/m2s], (G = 4ṁ/πD2) 
h Specific enthalpy [J/kg] 
I Current [A] 
L Length [m] 
ṁ Mass flow rate [kg/s] 
N Number of data points [-] 
Nu Nusselt number [-], (Nu = αD/λ) 
P Pressure [Pa] 
PA Probability of annular flow [-] 
P Unknown parameter vector [W/m2K] 
P̂ Parameter vector point estimate [W/m2K] 
p(P) Prior probability density function 
p(P|Y) Posterior probability density function 
p(Y|P) Likelihood function 
p(Y) Marginal probability 
q̇ Heat flux [W/m2] 
Q̇ Heat rate [W] 
r Radius [m] 
r̂ Thermocouple radial location [m] 
R Ohmic resistance [Ω] 

Rego Gas-only Reynolds number [-], 
(

Rego = GD/μg

)

R Parameter space [W/m2K] 
t Time [s] 
T Temperature [◦C] 
ΔT Temperature offset [◦C] 
V Voltage [V] 
Welo Liquid-only Webber number [-], 

(
Welo = G2D/(σρl)

)

x Vapour quality [-] 

Xtt Lockhart-Martinelli parameter [-], 
(

Xtt =

(1 − x/x)0.9
(
ρg/ρl

)0.5
(

μl/μg

)0.1
)

Y Corrected wall temperature [◦C] 
Y Data vector of measured wall temperatures [◦C] 

Greek symbols 
α Heat transfer coefficient [W/m2K] 
∊E Experimental measurement error [◦C] 
θ Angle [◦] 
θ̂ Thermocouple angular location [◦] 
λ Thermal conductivity [W/mK] 
μ Dynamic viscosity [Ns/m2] 
ρ Density [kg/m3] 
σ Surface tension [N/m] 
σE Standard deviation of experimental measurement error 

[◦C] 
Ω Tube wall domain [-] 

Subscripts 
cal calculated 
dp differential pressure ports 
exp experimental 
g gas/vapour 
h heated 
in inner/inlet 
l liquid 
m Test-section station index 
MAP Maximum a posteriori (point estimate) 
meas measured 
n Heating element index 
nb nucleate boiling 
out outer/outlet 
PH Preheater 
PP Posterior predictive samples 
sat saturation 
ss stainless steel 
tru true 
TS Test section 
uniform uniform case 
w wetted wall  
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Most of the efforts to understand the influence of a NUHF have thus 
far been limited to single-phase flow and have yet to significantly 
consider the additional complexities of two-phase flow, such as satu-
rated flow boiling within DSG and DVG applications. The introduction of 
two-phase flow causes for various liquid–vapour geometric flow struc-
tures to evolve, which has been coined flow patterns. The flow patterns 
are intrinsically linked to the thermohydraulic characteristics of boiling 
flow and have thus seen considerable attention. In general, saturated 
flow boiling has been accepted to constitute both nucleate boiling and 
convective boiling heat transfer mechanisms. Several methods have 
been proposed on how to model these interlinking mechanisms, with a 
comprehensive review given by Fang, et al. [29]. While refrigerant flow 
boiling has been extensively studied over the past several decades, there 
is a lack of experimental research on non-uniform heating conditions 
and tube diameters in the order of tens-of-millimetres [30], such as those 
employed in PTC and waste-heat recovery systems. This is particularly 
true for R245fa, which is a popular ORC fluid [31], where little attention 
has been given to diameters greater than 10 mm. Kaya, et al. [30] 
provided an isolated study investigating R245fa in a 21 mm diameter 
tube at high reduced pressures. However, the results remained exclusive 
to uniformly applied heat fluxes. 

Lobón, et al. [32] numerically investigated a DSG-PTC facility with a 
NUHF boundary condition and developed a robust computational fluid 
dynamics model, which was later extended for transient conditions [33]. 
The results were in good agreement with solar test facility data [34]. 
Stratified flow boiling in an absorber tube was numerically modelled by 
Pal and Ravi Kumar [35]. The calculated HTC values had a notable 
circumferential non-uniformity, attributed to the phase asymmetry in 
stratified flow (liquid accumulation at the lower tube circumference) 
and the poor heat transfer capacity of the vapour phase. 

Peatiwala and Boyd [36] experimentally investigated subcooled flow 
boiling in vertical tubes with semi-circumferential heating. Fang, et al. 
[37] accounted for three-sided heating in rectangular-channel flow 
boiling by calculating the heat flux based on an effective heat transfer 
area. Weise, et al. [38] experimentally investigated CO2 flow boiling 
with circumferential varying heat fluxes at constant wall temperatures. 
The local heat flux was found to be fundamental in accurately predicting 
the nucleate boiling contribution, while the pool boiling correlation of 
Cooper [39] required no suppression factor as recommended in earlier 
work [40]. Wang, et al. [41] recently investigated R245fa flow boiling in 
a 10 mm diameter tube, with semi-circumferential bottom heating. The 
average HTC was enhanced via a strengthened nucleate boiling mech-
anism from the increased heat flux of the non-uniform distribution. 
However, direct comparisons to the uniform heat flux results were ab-
sent. Dirker, et al. [42] experimentally investigated several NUHFs on 
annular flow boiling of R245fa in a horizontal 8.5 mm diameter tube. 
The NUHFs significantly reduced the average HTC in comparison to 
uniform heating, where deviations increased with vapour quality. 
However, flow pattern data was not captured, and the effective heat 
transfer mechanisms remained speculative. 

Based on existing literature, there are a limited number of experi-
mental studies on NUHF flow boiling, and more specifically at larger 
tube diameters that is of interest to DSG and DVG industrial applica-
tions. Furthermore, the work that has been conducted on smaller tube 
diameters (<10 mm) remains incomplete, with minimal locally resolved 
detail and has yet to acknowledge the thermohydraulic mechanisms of 
the liquid–vapour flow structure. In the work that is reported on here, 
the aim was to experimentally investigate saturated flow boiling of 
R245fa in a horizontal tube with a larger diameter (>10 mm), with 
particular interest on the effect of circumferential NUHFs. Internal flow 
patterns were visually captured to provide a fundamental understanding 
of the underlying heat transfer mechanisms at the local and average 
level. A comparison to uniform heating was conducted with several 
NUHF profiles, including a PTC heating profile – which has not yet been 
conducted in literature. The trends and observations with R245fa might 
also be insightful for cases using other fluids. 

2. Experimental apparatus 

2.1. Facility 

The experimental facility, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1, 
comprised of a primary closed refrigerant loop operated with oil-free 
R245fa. Heat addition occurred electrically, while an auxiliary 
cooling-water circuit was used to remove heat. Adopted from Dirker, 
et al. [43], the facility underwent extensive modifications and was fully 
recommissioned for the current experimental investigation. 

A magnetically coupled speed-controlled GATHER gear pump 
(maximum flow rate of 540 L/h) was used to circulate refrigerant 
through the flow loop. Prior to the pump, an 18 L receiver tank which 
was elevated 1.5 m above the pump’s suction inlet maintained a con-
stant supply of subcooled liquid that was passed through a filter drier 
before being pumped to the rest of the system. Besides the separation of 
the phases, the receiver tank further acted as a thermal buffer. 

After the pump, the majority of the fluid passed through Path A to the 
flow boiling test section, while a portion bypassed back to the receiver 
tank via Path B. This enabled improved flow stability and allowed for 
finer control and adjustment of the test-section mass flow rate via an in- 
line needle valve. Consequently, the gear pump and needle valve were 
simultaneously responsible for setting the test section’s saturation 
pressure and mass flow rate. Depending on the operating condition, the 
mass flow rate was measured by one of two Micro Motion™ ELITE™ 
Coriolis flow meters (CMFS010 or CMFS025). The maximum opera-
tional capacities were 110 kg/h and 2100 kg/h, respectively, with an 
accuracy of 0.1 % of the full scale. 

Two in-series electrically powered preheaters were used to control 
the inlet vapour quality to the test section. Each preheater constituted an 
11 mm inner diameter (ID) copper tube, 1.9 m in length, uniformly 
heated via spirally wound, electrically insulated constantan resistance 
wire. The electrical resistance of each preheater was 25 Ω and saw a 
connection to its own dedicated 3 kW Elektro-Automatik EA8360-30 DC 
power supply unit, with a maximum output of 360 V and 30 A (≤ 0.2 % 
accuracy of the nominal value). 

Next, the fluid at the controlled state entered the test section, which 
was also electrically heated. The test section allowed for different 
circumferential heat flux profiles to be applied, and enabled the result-
ing thermal response to be recorded, as will be discussed in further detail 
later. 

Following the test section, the fluid was subcooled by a water-cooled 
fluted tube-in-tube condenser, with a maximum rated capacity of 72 kW. 
The condenser extracted thermal energy from the system and was 
instrumental in controlling the system pressure. It was serviced by ~ 
5 ◦C water from an auxiliary, externally controlled, chiller unit. An 
Ebara 90 centrifugal pump circulated the chilled water, while a Hon-
eywell® three-way valve controlled the mass flow rate to the condenser. 
The resulting water mass flow rate was measured by a Micro Motion™ 
ELITE™ Coriolis flow meter CMFS025, with a maximum operational 
capacity of 2100 kg/h and an accuracy of 0.1 % of the full scale. 
Thereafter the refrigerant was returned to the receiver tank, completing 
the flow loop. 

To reduce heat loss to (or gain from) the laboratory, the complete 
facility was thermally insulated with Armaflex insulation, with a ther-
mal conductivity of 0.034 W/mK and a minimum thickness of 65 mm. 

For monitoring and control purposes, the facility was instrumented 
at several sensing locations with thermocouple stations (symbol T in 
Fig. 1), resistance temperature detectors (RTDs) (symbol RTD in Fig. 1), 
and pressure sensors (symbol P in Fig. 1). Each thermocouple station 
consisted of four T-type thermocouples (0.1 ◦C accuracy) equispaced 
around the tube’s circumference and secured to the outer surface via 
Kapton tape. The RTDs were OMEGA™ 1/10 DIN Pt100s (0.06 ◦C ac-
curacy) mounted axially within the fluid flow. The pressure sensors 
before and after the gear pump were Gems® 2200 series gauge pressure 
transducers, with a pressure range of 2 MPa (accuracy of 0.15 % of the 
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full scale). The remaining pressure sensors were Honeywell® Sensotec® 
FP2000 gauge, with a pressure range of 3.45 MPa (accuracy of 0.1 % of 
the full scale). The pressure sensors were mounted horizontally and 
perpendicular to the fluid flow via 0.8 mm holes in the tube wall. To 
prevent flow disturbances, the holes were smaller than 10 % of the 
tube’s ID and were carefully deburred. 

2.2. Test section 

The test section, which is depicted schematically in Fig. 2, consisted 
of an adiabatic calming length, an inlet sight glass, a heated length, and 
an outlet sight glass. All test section lengths (excluding the sight glasses) 
were constructed from a seamless 316L stainless steel tube with a 
thermal conductivity (λss) of 14.11 W/mK [44], an outer diameter (OD) 
of 21.34 mm (Dout), an ID of 17.12 mm (Din), and a measured surface 
roughness of 1.43 µm. The relatively low thermal conductivity of 
stainless steel allowed for better circumferential retention of non- 
uniform heat flux distributions. As in the facility, the test section was 
insulated with Armaflex (thickness of 70 mm). The worst-case heat loss 
was estimated by a thermal resistance network to be less than 1 %. 

The calming length of 60 IDs was employed at the entrance of the test 
section to attenuate flow disturbances from upstream bends and 
entrance effects. The selected length was based on the findings of Cho 
and Tae [45], which showed the influence of a U-bend on downstream 
HTC diminished after 48 IDs. 

The sight glasses provided non-intrusive optical access to the flow 
patterns before and after the heated length. Borosilicate glass tubes 70 
mm in length were used, and a near seamless transition was achieved by 
matching the IDs of the glass tube to the stainless-steel tube. 

A horizontally mounted Photron FASTCAM Mini UX100 high-speed 
digital camera with a Tokina 100 mm f/2.8 macro lens was used to re-
cord the liquid–vapour flow patterns at the sight glasses at 2000 frames 
per second, a resolution of 1280 × 616, and a shutter speed of 125 µs. 
Additional backlighting was employed via a light emitting diode. 

The stainless-steel tube (Fig. 2 (a)) had a heated length of 1000 mm 
(Lh). Eight circumferential heating elements (n = 1 to 8) spanning 45◦

each (Fig. 2 (b)) were attached to the outer diameter and could be 
powered and controlled independently to produce several heat flux 

distributions. The circumferential position around the tube is indicated 
by angle θ, with 0◦ indicating the bottom. Each heating element con-
sisted of four parallel-running constantan resistance wire passes which 
had an Ohmic resistance of 15 Ω at a rated uncertainty of 1 %. The wire 
was 0.38 mm in diameter and had a 0.2 mm PFA electrically insulative 
sleeve. To ensure uniform thermal contact resistance with the outer 
surface of the tube, the wire passes were secured by tightly wrapped 
Kapton tape. Additional compression was provided via clamps axially 
spaced at 50 mm intervals. A polyvinyl chloride compressive plate 
(~0.1 W/mK) acted to uniformly distribute the compressive load and 
provide a thermal resistance between the wire passes and clamps. In 
addition to the individual control over each heating sector, the tube was 
also operated in one of two rotational orientations, as depicted in Fig. 2 
(c). By rotation of the tube, orientation (i) had heating element 1 
spanning for θ ∈ [− 45◦; 0◦] and orientation (ii) had heating element 1 
spanning for θ ∈ [− 22.5◦; + 22.5◦], for reasons that will be discussed in 
more detail later. 

The heating elements (n = 1 to 8) were powered by a 3 kW Elektro- 
Automatik EA8360-30 DC power supply unit, with a maximum output of 
360 V and 30 A (≤ 0.2 % accuracy of the nominal value). The high-side 
voltage potential was set by the power supply unit, while the current 
flowing through each heating element was controlled via a dedicated 
common-emitter bipolar junction transistor amplifier device. The 
resulting low-side voltage potential of each heating element was 
measured via a bespoke voltage measurement device, with an uncer-
tainty of < 0.09 % of the measured value. 

A total of 80 T-type thermocouples with an accuracy of 0.1 ◦C were 
installed in the tube wall (Fig. 2 (b)). The probes were organised in 
groups of 10 stations (m = A to J in Fig. 2 (a)) along the heated length, 
100 mm apart. Each station consisted of 8 thermocouples positioned 
midway across the width of each heating element. The thermocouple 
junctions were embedded in the tube wall via a 1 mm diameter blind 
hole, machined to a depth of 1.5 mm (±0.1 mm). This resulted in an 
approximate mean junction depth of 1.05 mm. Arctic Silver® thermal 
adhesive with a thermal conductivity of ~ 7 to 9 W/mK was used to 
secure the thermocouple junctions in place. 

Two pressure ports located symmetrically about the heated section 
and spaced 1009 mm (Ldp) apart, allowed for the saturation and 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental facility and instrumentation (not to scale).  
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differential pressures to be measured. The pressure ports were made by 
drilling a 1 mm diameter through hole (<10 % of the ID) and underwent 
post-manufacturing inspection to ensure there were no internal burrs. 
Honeywell® Sensotec® FP2000 pressure transducers (accuracy of 0.1 % 
of the full scale) were used to measure the absolute pressures at the inlet 
and outlet. In addition, a Validyne DP15 with a 14 kPa sensor diaphragm 
(uncertainty of 0.5 % of the full scale) was used to measure the differ-
ential pressure between the pressure ports. 

2.3. System control and data acquisition 

A personal computer (PC) coupled with a National Instruments 
LabVIEW environment was employed for system control and moni-
toring. The experimental instrumentation interfaced with a PC- 
connected National Instruments data acquisition system, consisting of 
a SCXI-1001 chassis and accompanying hardware. The power supplies 
and test-section current control device interfaced directly with the PC. 
Critical components were selected for manual control for safety pur-
poses, including the refrigerant gear pump (via a GATHER control box) 
and the needle valve of the by-pass line. 

3. Experimental methodology 

3.1. Calibration and commissioning 

The Pt100s and facility thermocouples were calibrated in a Lauda 
Proline water thermostat against two Lauda DigiCal DCS 2 digital 
thermometers with an uncertainty of 0.03 ◦C. The test-section thermo-
couples were calibrated in situ by passing highly turbulent liquid 
refrigerant flow through the flow loop at different steady-state tem-
peratures. The reference temperatures were obtained from the Pt100 
probes before and after the test section. The Honeywell® Sensotec® 
FP2000 pressure transducers were externally calibrated and the Gems® 
2200 pressure transducers were calibrated against a WIKA CPT6400 
pressure sensor with an uncertainty of 0.025 %. The Validyne DP15 
pressure sensor was calibrated ex situ with a water column. The test- 
section heating elements’ low-side voltage measurement device was 

calibrated ex situ against a digital multimeter with an accuracy of <
0.05 %. 

The system was evacuated to 100 Pa (absolute pressure) before 
charging it with R245fa. The refrigerant purity was confirmed by 
comparing the measured saturation conditions to that of the thermo-
physical property library, CoolProp [46]. 

3.2. Test matrix 

Table 1 gives a summary of the test conditions which covered a 
saturation temperature (Tsat) of 40 ◦C, mass fluxes (G) between 125 kg/ 
m2s and 300 kg/m2s, and test-section inlet vapour qualities (xin) of 0 to 
0.8 at increments of 0.05. These target inlet vapour qualities were pre-
defined and attained by adjusting the power input to the pre-heater for 
each operating mass flow rate. The actual inlet vapour qualities (which 
were within 0.01 from the target value) were checked by considering the 
experimental conditions and measured quantities as are described later 
in this paper. The saturation temperature was chosen to be as close to the 
evaporation temperature of ORC’s, while remaining within the facility 
constraints. The test cases are plotted in Fig. 3 on the flow pattern map of 
Wojtan, et al. [47], adjusted for R245fa. 

A variety of heat flux distributions were employed, as illustrated in 
Fig. 4 (a) and described in Table 2. These included: fully uniform heating 
(Case I), bottom half heating (Case II), top half heating (Case III), side 
half heating (Case IV), and PTC profile heating (Case V). In all cases the 
test section’s total heat transfer rate (Q̇TS) of 650 W was chosen by 
considering a typical DNI of ~ 630 W/m2 and a PTC geometric con-
centration ratio of 20. Furthermore, the PTC profile (Case V) was 

Table 1 
Test matrix.  

Parameter Value (allowable deviation) 

Tsat[◦C] 40 (±0.5) 
G[kg/m2s ] 125, 150, 200, 250, 300 (±3 %) 
xin[-] 0 – 0.8 (±0.01) 
Q̇TS[W] 650 (±0.5 %) 
Heat flux profile I, II, III, IV, V (Fig. 4 (a))  

Fig. 2. Schematic of the heated test section (a) with axial measuring stations A to J, (b) cross-sectional view A-A displaying the circumferential heating sector 
notation, (c) tube orientations, and (d) a detailed close-up view of the wall and embedded thermocouple (not to scale). 
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obtained by discretising the LS-2 PTC profile [48] into 8 discrete sectors, 
and employed via orientation (ii) of Fig. 2 (c). The resulting local con-
centration ratios are compared in Fig. 4 (b). The particular shape of the 
heat flux profile is due to a PTC’s large reflector mirror that reflects DNI 
toward the central absorber tube. Consequently, a high heat flux evolves 
on the bottom of the tube where the DNI is concentrated, whilst a lower 
heat flux evolves toward the top of the tube, due to the absence of the 
concentrated DNI. The local reduction of the heat flux towards the 
0◦ circumferential position is due to the self-shadowing effect of the 
collector tube. 

For each test case, steady state data was recorded via the LabVIEW 
interface at 10 Hz for 1200 samples, when the variation in the mass flow 
rates, inlet vapour quality, temperatures, and overall system energy 
balance error remained within 3 %, 1 %, 0.1 ◦C, and 2 %, respectively, 
for a 10-minute period. 

4. Data processing 

4.1. Image processing 

The image processing of the inlet and outlet flow patterns followed a 
similar method to that proposed by Charnay, et al. [49] and Moran [50], 
whereby a mean greyscale intensity (MGI) signal was derived. First, the 

Fig. 3. Experimental test conditions presented on the flow pattern map of 
Wojtan, et al. [47]. 

Fig. 4. (a) Heat flux profile cases at a total heat rate of 650 W and (b) the heat flux profile of Case V.  

Table 2 
Locally applied heat flux per heating sector (n = 1 to 8).  

Heat profile case 
Orientation 
(Fig. 2 c) 

Locally applied heat flux per heating sector [kW/m2] 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

I: Fully uniform i 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 12.09 
II: Bottom half i 24.17 24.17 24.17 0 0 0 0 24.17 
III: Top half i 0 0 0 24.17 24.17 24.17 24.17 0 
IV: Side half i 0 24.17 24.17 24.17 24.17 0 0 0 
V: PTC profile ii 26.76 30.48 3.82 0.38 0.55 0.38 3.82 30.48  
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videos were converted to a greyscale equivalent, where each pixel had a 
greyscale value between 0 and 255. A region of 10 pixels wide and a 
hight equivalent to the tube’s ID was selected at approximately the 
centre of the sight glass. For each video frame, the MGI was produced by 
averaging the greyscale values over the selected region. The process was 
finalised by normalising the MGI signal. Single-phase liquid and vapour 
regions were presented by near-white pixels (MGI ≈ 1), while phase 
interfaces produced near-black pixels (MGI ≈ 0). Consequently, the 
captured MGI signals were analysed to determine the frequency and 
duration of temporal variations in the liquid–vapour geometric flow 
structure, eliminating the subjective nature of pure visual inspection. 

4.2. Test section fluid states 

The actual inlet vapour quality to the test section was determined via 
the specific enthalpy of the inlet fluid (hin): 

xin =
hin − hl

hg − hl
(1)  

where hl and hg are the saturated liquid and saturated vapour specific 
enthalpies, respectively, computed by CoolProp [46] at the average of 
the measured saturation pressures (Psat) from the inlet and outlet pres-
sure transduces. Realising the negligible heat loss over the insulated 
fluid line between the preheater’s outlet and test section’s inlet, and 
performing an energy balance over the preheater, the inlet specific 
enthalpy was calculated as: 

hin ≈ hPH,out = hPH,in +
Q̇PH

ṁ
(2)  

Here, hPH,out is the preheater’s outlet specific enthalpy, ṁ is the mass flow 
rate, Q̇PH is the total heat input rate at the preheater (Q̇PH = VI) based 
on the measured voltage (V) and electrical current (I) of the power 
supply, and hPH,in is the preheater’s inlet specific enthalpy obtained from 
the measured pressure and temperature via CoolProp [46]. 

Each heating element (n = 1 to 8) of the test section had a heat input 
rate (Q̇n) given by Ohm’s Law: 

Q̇n =
V2

n

Rn
(3)  

were Rn is the Ohmic resistance and Vn is the measured voltage poten-
tial. The test section’s total heat input rate was given by the summation 
of individual heat rates, Q̇TS =

∑8
n=1Q̇n. By using the steady-state energy 

balance over the test section, the outlet specific enthalpy (hout) was 
calculated as follows: 

hout =
Q̇TS

ṁ
+ hin (4)  

which allowed the outlet vapour quality (xout) to be computed: 

xout =
hout − hl

hg − hl
(5)  

From knowledge of the axially uniform heat input rate of the test sec-
tion, the vapour quality (x) along the test section scaled linearly between 
xin and xout, with the average vapour quality (x) calculated as the 
arithmetic mean of xin and xout. The local and average vapour qualities 
were used when evaluating the local and average heat transfer co-
efficients, respectively. 

4.3. Test-section thermocouple offset 

Special attention was given to correctly interpret the measured test- 
section wall temperatures, because of the close proximity of the heating 

wires to the thermocouple leads in the test section. Any secondary heat 
conduction effects in the thermocouple lead would result in an artificial 
elevation of the measured temperature at the thermocouple junction, 
above that of the actual wall temperature. For the alphanumerically 
indexed thermocouples (Fig. 2) with m = A to J, the corrected wall 
temperature (Ym,n) was expressed in terms of the measured wall tem-
perature (Tmeas,m,n) and some offset temperature value (ΔTm,n): 

Ym,n = Tmeas,m,n − ΔTm,n (6)  

The behaviour of ΔTm,n for each thermocouple was derived from several 
in-situ turbulent single-phase experiments that was constrained to the 
range of 0 – 50 W per heating element, to reduce the effect of buoyancy 
driven secondary flow. It was found that ΔTm,n was linearly dependent 
on the locally applied external heat rate (Q̇n): 

ΔTm,n =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

am,nQ̇n + bm,n, if Q̇n > 0

0, if Q̇n = 0
(7)  

The coefficients am,n and bm,n were experimentally fitted for each ther-
mocouple. The uncertainty introduced by Eq. (7) was resolved in the 
model fitting. 

4.4. Heat transfer coefficients 

The local heat transfer coefficient (αm,n) at each tube wall location (m,

n) took the form of Newton’s law of cooling: 

αm,n =
q̇w,m,n

Tw,m,n − Tsat
(8)  

where Tw,m,n and q̇w,m,n are the local wetted-wall temperature and heat 
flux, respectively. From these, the test section’s average and lengthwise- 
average heat transfer coefficients were computed as α = (1/80)

∑
m,nαm,n 

and αn = (1/10)
∑

mαm,n, respectively. 
However, the wetted–wall boundary conditions were not directly 

measured and had to be treated as unknown parameters. Consequently, 
they had to be derived from the known externally applied heat rates (Q̇n) 
and observed in-wall temperatures (Ym,n). Thus, a classical inverse heat 
conduction problem was realised, as will be discussed below. 

4.4.1. Physics heat conduction model – Forward problem 

Governing equations 

The governing equation for heat conduction within the domain (Ω) 
of a solid body, without internal heat generation, and assuming homo-
geneous and isotropic thermophysical properties, is given by: 

ρcp
∂T
∂t

= ∇(λ∇T) in Ω (9)  

where ρ, cp, λ, and t denote the density, specific heat capacity, thermal 
conductivity, and time, respectively. For the test section tube wall with 
an inner radius rin, outer radius rout, λss ≈ constant, negligible axial heat 
conduction, and steady-state conditions, Eq. (9) can be rewritten in cy-
lindrical coordinates (r, θ) for any given cross-sectional r − θ plane 
(Fig. 2 b) along the test section length: 

∂2T
∂r2 +

1
r

∂T
∂r

+
1
r2

∂2T
∂2θ

= 0 in Ω (10)  

where Ω = {rin ≤ r ≤ rout; 0◦

≤ θ ≤ 360◦

} and the in-wall temperature 
field T = T(r,θ)
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Boundary conditions 

The external surface heat flux was modelled by a Neumann boundary 
condition: 

q̇(rout, θ) =
Q̇n

An
= λss

∂T
∂r

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

r=rout

(11)  

where Q̇n is given by Eq. (3) and An = (1/8)πDoutLh is the external sur-
face area of each heating sector. 

For the purpose of the inverse problem, the inner surface convection 
boundary condition – thus the heat transfer coefficient – was assumed to 
be uniform over each 45◦ angle span of a heating element sector, and 
modelled by a Robin boundary condition: 

λss
∂T
∂r

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

r=rin

= αm,n[T(rin, θ) − Tsat ] (12)  

Furthermore, a self-imposed boundary condition resulted from the cy-
lindrical nature of the tube wall: 

T(r, θ) = T(r, θ + 360◦

) (13)  

The finite difference method (FDM) was employed to computationally 
solve Eq. (10) to (13) in Python and was validated against Ansys® 2021 
R1 Fluent. The domain was discretised with a hexahedral mesh with 4 
and 24 cells in the radial and tangential directions, respectively. The 
selected mesh provided a good combination of computational efficiency 
and accuracy, as found from a mesh independency study. The resulting 
mesh and heating element sectors are represented in Fig. 5. 

The preceding equations described the direct heat conduction model 
that resolves the temperature field T(r, θ) within the tube wall at each 
test-section station, given the known external heat rates Q̇n and set of 
unknown heat transfer coefficients αm,n. Therefore, T(r, θ) could not be 
directly solved as there was a missing boundary condition, that being 
αm,n in Eq. (12). In addition, there were discrete temperature field 
measurements at n = 1 to 8 locations within Ω for each test-section 
station m = A to J: 

Ym,n ≃ T
(

r̂m,n, θ̂m,n
)

(14)  

where r̂m,n and θ̂m,n is the location of the respective thermocouple 
measurement, as indicated in Fig. 5, and Ym,n is the measured temper-
ature at the defined location, given by Eq. (6). Therefore, the primary 
objective of the inverse problem was to find some set of inner surface 
heat transfer coefficients, such that the resolved temperature T

(
r̂m,n,

θ̂m,n
)

provided a suitable match to the measured temperature Ym,n at 
each thermocouple location. For this purpose, a Bayesian framework 
was adopted, providing a robust statistical technique to deal with the 
general ill-posed nature of inverse problems, while uniquely accounting 
for the uncertainties in the experimental measurements and providing 
statistical information on the resolved heat transfer coefficients. 

4.4.2. Parameter estimation using Bayesian inference – Inverse problem 

Bayes’ theorem 

Bayesian techniques recast inverse problems as statistical inference, 
with the aim of obtaining the posterior probability density function 
(PPDF) of unknown parameters. Considering the inverse heat conduc-
tion problem for each test-section station (m = A to J), the unknown 
parameter vector (P) comprises of the wetted-wall heat transfer co-
efficients: 

P =
[
αm,1,αm,2,αm,3,⋯, αm,8

]
(15)  

Given the measured wall temperatures, Y = [Ym,1,Ym,2,Ym,3,⋯,Ym,8], the 
PPDF can be described by Bayes’ theorem: 

p(P|Y) =
p (Y|P)p (P)

p (Y)
(16)  

where p(P) is the prior probability density function, p(Y|P) is the like-
lihood function, and p(Y) is the marginal probability. Realising p(Y) is a 
constant and generally difficult to compute, it is advantageous to rewrite 
the PPDF of Eq. (16) as the proportionality: 

p(P|Y)∝p(Y|P)p(P) (17)   

Likelihood 

At each embedded thermocouple location (r̂m,n, θ̂m,n), the measured 
wall temperature Ym,n (Eq. (6)) was known to present the true physical 
wall temperature (Ttru,m,n) with some additive experimental measure-
ment error (∊E,m,n): 

Ym,n = Ttru,m,n + ∊E,m,n (18)  

The experimental error was assumed to be normally distributed, with a 
zero mean and a variance of σ2

E,m,n, which was known from the ther-
mocouple measurement uncertainty. Furthermore, the true physical 
wall temperature was assumed to be perfectly predicted by the physics 
model of Eq. (10) to (13), since the errors induced by the FDM imple-
mentation were more than three orders of magnitude smaller than the 
experimental errors. Therefore, it was taken that Ttru,m,n ≈ T

(
r̂m,n, θ̂m,n

)
. 

The likelihood function for each test-section station (m = A to J) was 
then calculated as follows: 

p(Y|P) =
∏8

n=1

1
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
2πσ2

E,m,n

√ exp

{

−

[
Ym,n − T

(
r̂m,n, θ̂m,n

) ]2

2σ2
E,m,n

}

(19)   

Prior 

The prior distribution is commonly used to regularise inverse prob-
lems, removing ill-posed conditions than may arise from experimental 

Fig. 5. Mesh of tube wall domain and heating sectors.  
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errors and random noise. The prior provided a parameter space (R) over 
which the solutions to the inverse heat conduction problem can be 
explored. It was known the heat transfer coefficient could not be less 
than 0 W/m2K and must be below some arbitrarily large heat transfer 
coefficient upper bound, which was chosen to be 10,000 W/m2K. 
However, the probability distribution over the parameter space 
remained elusive. It has been common practice to use a uniform distri-
bution over the parameter space so as to not inadvertently bias the 
posterior distribution. Therefore, the prior distributions were chosen as: 

p(P) = C,P ∈ R = [0, 10000] W
/

m2K (20)  

where C is a constant. 

4.4.3. Evaluating the posterior probability density function with Markov 
chain Monte Carlo 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) provides a class of well- 
established numerical sampling techniques that can be used to eval-
uate the PPDF of Eq. (17). For this purpose, the No-U-Turn Sampler 
(NUTS) developed by Hoffman and Gelman [51] was implemented. The 
NUTS avoids the random-walk of the parameter space by using first- 
order gradient information from the likelihood function, while elimi-
nating the need to hand-tune parameters as in Hamiltonian Monte Carlo. 

The Python probabilistic programming framework PyMC [52] was 
used to implement the NUTS, creating a coherent FDM model and sta-
tistical inference package. The NUTS was implemented with four Mar-
kov chains at 5000 samples each, 1000 tuning steps, and a target 
acceptance rate of 0.8. The four independent Markov chains were ini-
tialised at different points within the parameter space and confirmed to 
converge to the same distribution. This ensured the correct parameter-
isation and confirmed the initialisation had no influence on the 
converged upon PPDF. An example of the typical sampling behaviour (4 
× 5000 samples plotted in series) and resulting histogram plot from this 
study can be seen in Fig. 6, with qualitatively similar asymptotic 
behaviour seen for all parameter estimates. Notably, the four indepen-
dent chains are indistinguishable in Fig. 6 (a), as they converged to the 
same distribution. 

From the resulting PPDFs, the maximum a posteriori (MAP) was used 
as the heat transfer coefficient point estimates: 

αm,n={1,2,3,⋯,8} = P̂MAP = argmax
P

p(P|Y) (21)  

whilst the 95 % credible interval evolved naturally from Bayesian 
inference. Fig. 6 (a) displays an example of the MAP and credible in-
terval superimposed on the samples. 

4.5. Uncertainty analysis 

An uncertainty propagation analysis was conducted according to the 
method proposed by Moffat [53] for all parameters and values, except 
for the heat transfer coefficients, which evolved naturally from Bayesian 
inference. The 95 % confidence level uncertainties are summarised in 
Table 3. 

5. Validation 

5.1. Validation of the Bayesian inverse model 

Although the Bayesian inverse model was verified against a deter-
ministic problem of known values, it was valuable to also validate the 
model against experimental data. A representative example is consid-
ered here for flow boiling heat transfer with bottom half heating (Case 
II), for test-section station m = C. Given the measured thermocouple 
temperatures and externally applied heat fluxes, the heat transfer co-
efficients were estimated via the inverse model of Section 4.4. The 
resolved heat transfer coefficients were then used to retrodict the tem-
peratures at the thermocouple locations, as seen in Fig. 7. The predictive 
temperature estimates (YMAP) were in good agreement with the 
measured thermocouple temperatures, Y, where the scatter in the pos-
terior predictive samples (YPP) indicated the associated uncertainties. 
The retrodicted temperatures can be seen to account for non-physical 
temperature deviations within the uncertainty bounds of the measure-
ments. Fig. 7 allows one to visually intuit the performance of the inverse 
model, further validating the use of the Bayesian inverse model. Similar 
results were achieved for all other thermocouple locations. 

Fig. 6. Example of the (a) sampling results and corresponding (b) histogram plot.  

Table 3 
Uncertainty in the experimental parameters.  

Parameter Uncertainty 

mode min. – max. 

G[kg/m2s]  2.8 % 1.5 – 4.9 % 
xin[-], xout [-]  0.009 0.009 – 0.03 
x[-]  0.007 0.007 – 0.02 
Tsat[◦C]  0.3 ◦C 0.3 – 0.4 ◦C 
Psat[Pa]  1.0 % 1.0 – 1.4 % 
Tw[◦C]  0.1 ◦C 0.07 – 1.9 ◦C 
α[W/m2K]  3.0 % 3.0 – 7.3 % 
αn[W/m2K]  31.7 % 31.7 – 68.8 % 
q̇n[W/m2K]  2.8 % 2.8 – 4.2 %  
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5.2. Validation of experimental method and data analysis technique 

A steady-state heat transfer validation was conducted on the test 
section with liquid R245fa at Reynolds numbers ranging between 
11,000 to 24,000 (turbulent flow) and fluid temperatures of 15 ◦C and 
30 ◦C. As displayed in Fig. 8, the average experimental Nusselt number 
(Nuexp) was in satisfactory agreement with that calculated (Nucal) by the 
correlations of Gnielinski [54], Meyer, et al. [55], and Sieder and Tate 
[56], with a mean deviation of 0.8 %, − 3.9 %, and 2.1 %, respectively. 
Furthermore, the test-section energy balance error was within 0.86 %, 
supporting the negligible heat loss calculation. 

There existed no flow boiling data in literature covering the current 
tube diameter and fluid of interest, therefore, requiring the flow boiling 
heat transfer validation to rely on a well-predicting correlation from 
literature. To ensure the most suitable alignment to correlations from 
literature (of different tube diameters and fluids), validation was 
restricted to annular flow under uniform heating, as it provided the most 
predictable liquid–vapour flow structure and has been well studied in 
literature. For this purpose, the flow-pattern based correlation of Woj-
tan, et al. [40] was used to predict the annular flow heat transfer coef-
ficient, as it has shown good results for macroscale tube diameters in 
annular flow of R245fa [43]. Steady-state flow boiling validation was 
conducted at G = 150 kg/m2s and 200 kg/m2s, and Tsat = 40 ◦C. Once 
annular flow was observed at the inlet and outlet sight glasses, an 
additional vapour quality increase of 10 % was set to ensure fully 
annular flow. Fig. 9 compares the calculated (αcal) and experimental 
average (αexp) heat transfer coefficients, which were in good agreement. 
The mean absolute deviation was 3.7 % and most data points fell within 
10 % error. 

6. Flow pattern 

6.1. Flow patterns and MGI 

Accurate knowledge of the flow pattern is highly desirable, as the 
thermohydraulic characteristics of flow boiling are intrinsically linked 
to the liquid–vapour flow structure. Some of the most prevalent flow 
patterns and their characteristic MGI signals of this study are presented 
in Fig. 10. These included: (a) plug flow, (b) slug flow, (c) stratified- 
wavy flow, (d) slug/stratified-wavy flow, (c) intermittent flow, and (f) 
annular flow. 

Plug flow was characterised by a smooth vapour plug traversing the 
tube’s upper surface, exclusively seen at the test-section inlet as x→0. 
Slug (S) flow had large spikes in the MGI as flow alternated between 
vapour bubbles and liquid slugs, intermittently wetting the tube’s upper 
surface. Stratified-wavy (SW) flow was accompanied by a clear phase 
separation with interfacial ripples. Occasional liquid waves splashed up 
the tube wall, slightly spiking the MGI, while the upper surface remained 
dry. Slug/stratified-wavy (S + SW) flow was identified by stratified- 
wavy flow that was frequently interrupted by liquid slugs interfacing 
with the tube’s upper surface. Intermittent (I) flow displayed chaotic 
and random fluctuations between various liquid–vapour flow structures, 
as captured by the MGI. Annular (A) flow had a constant liquid annulus 
surrounding a high-velocity vapour core, producing an approximately 
constant MGI, where the liquid film was thicker on the lower surface due 
to the influence of gravity. Ripples were almost always present on the 
liquid annulus, being identified as wavy-annular flow in literature [57]. 
The flow patterns agreed with those previously identified in literature 
[47] and the presence of non-uniform heating caused no newly identi-
fied flow patterns. 

Fig. 7. Experimental and the retrodicted thermocouple wall temperatures for bottom heating.  

Fig. 8. Single-phase heat transfer validation.  

Fig. 9. Two-phase heat transfer validation.  
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6.2. Flow pattern map 

Fig. 11 displays the diabatic (test-section outlet) flow pattern data for 
all heat flux profiles, superimposed on the flow-pattern map of Wojtan, 
et al. [47] at the mean test condition (Tsat = 40 ◦C, G = 200 kg/m2s). The 
map of Wojtan, et al. [47] is relatively invariant over the range of test 
conditions, allowing for a singular flow-pattern map to be used. As seen 
in Fig. 11, the flow patterns were identical for each set of x and G, 
implying the heat flux distribution had no observable influence on the 
transition between flow patterns. In contrast, Wang, et al. [41] noted 
semi-circumferential bottom heating to decrease the vapour quality of 
the intermittent-to-annular (I/A) transition boundary, which was 
attributed to flow instabilities caused by the locally increased heat flux. 
An opposing trend has been found in uniform heating investigations, 
where the vapour quality of the I/A transition increased with heat flux 
[58,59]. However, the mentioned studies were for smaller tube 

diameters. It is postulated that flow instabilities resulting from larger 
heat fluxes (at the same total heat rate) in non-uniform heating are 
negligible in comparison to the inertial forces for larger tube diameters, 
as employed in this study and used in PTC absorber tubes and waste-heat 
recovery systems. This can be seen by the flow pattern transition 
boundaries remaining unchanged given the large changes in local heat 
flux between the tested heating distributions. 

The flow-pattern map of Wojtan, et al. [47] performs relatively well, 
predicting 71 % of the data correctly. The largest discrepancies occur at 
the I/A transition boundary, which is seen in Fig. 11 to be non-constant 
and dependent on mass flux. This can be explained by the flow becoming 
favourable to annular flow with the increase in mass flux, as the vapour 
velocity and liquid–vapour interfacial shear stress increase [57]. 

The I/A transition boundary is further investigated in Fig. 12 by 
analysing some I/A transition criteria from literature, as presented in 
Table 4. The constant boundary of Wojtan, et al. [47] performs poorly, 

Fig. 10. Flow patterns and their MGI signals: (a) plug flow, (b) slug flow, (c) stratified-wavy flow, (d) slug/stratified-wavy flow, (e) intermittent flow, and (f) 
annular flow. 
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as it is unable to capture the dependency on mass flux. Barbieri, et al. 
[60] and Canière, et al. [61] account for the decrease in vapour quality 
with increases in mass flux, relying on a fundamental relation between 
the liquid Froude number (Frl) and Lockhart-Martinelli parameter (Xtt). 
Ong and Thome [62] proposed a different formulation, severely 
underpredicting the I/A transition. Costa-Patry and Thome [58] and 
Zhu, et al. [59] captured the dependency on heat flux via the boiling 
number (Bo). However, both correlations underpredict the I/A transi-
tion, as they were derived from tube diameters less than 3.04 mm. More 
data over the I/A transition boundary is required to make a conclusive 
statement. However, there is evidence to support the selection of Bar-
bieri, et al. [60] I/A transition criteria, which improves the predictive 
accuracy of the flow-pattern map of Wojtan, et al. [47] to 86 %. 

7. Uniform heat flux results 

7.1. Average heat transfer coefficient 

Besides the case of uniform heating (Case I) being important for 
larger tube diameters employed in industrial ORC evaporators – which is 
notably lacking in literature – the results will be used to make sense of 
the non-uniform heating cases in a later discussion. The average HTC’s 
dependence on vapour quality and mass flux is displayed in Fig. 13. 
Generally, the HTC displayed a decreasing and then increasing trend 
with vapour quality and an increasing trend with mass flux. 

The HTC for slug and slug/stratified-wavy flow decreased with an 
increase in vapour quality and a decrease in mass flux. This can be 
explained by the liquid slugs that intermittently wet the tube’s upper 
circumference, creating a thin liquid film which subsequently recedes 
down the tube wall. As the vapour quality increases, the period of local 
dryout on the upper circumference increases by virtue of the reduction 
in liquid slugs, consequently decreasing the HTC. Increases in the mass 
flux enhances convective boiling and reduces viscous draining of the 
liquid film, while also increasing the frequency of liquid slugs, resulting 
in an improved heat transfer performance. 

Notably, the HTC values approximately converged for G = 150 kg/ 
m2s and 200 kg/m2s at x = 0.2 to 0.3, which was attributed to the 
temporal-sparsity of liquid slugs and thus the reduced period of liquid 
film evaporation. Consequently, the contribution of convective boiling 
had diminished and thus the influence of mass flux. 

The HTC for stratified-wavy flow displayed a slight decreasing trend 
followed by an increasing trend with vapour quality. Initially, there was 
a reduction in the height of the stratified phase interface, suppressing 
nucleate boiling. As vapour quality increased, a thin liquid film started 
to propagate up the tube wall, increasing convective boiling. Interest-
ingly, a lower mass flux (G = 125 kg/m2s) in stratified-wavy flow 
indicated an enhanced HTC, which can be speculated to be due to the 
weakening of nucleate suppression at the reduced mass flux. 

The HTC for intermittent and annular flow rapidly increased with 
vapour quality and mass flux. Increases to the vapour quality and mass 
flux strengthens the liquid–vapour interfacial shear stress and reduces 
the peripheral liquid film thickness. This decreases the liquid film’s 
thermal resistance, leading to enhanced convective boiling. 

7.2. Peripheral heat transfer coefficient 

Fig. 14 displays the average lengthwise HTC values at different 
circumferential positions for various vapour quality and mass flux 
combinations, while the tube was in configuration (i) (see Fig. 2 (c)). 
Due to symmetry about the tube’s vertical centre plane, corresponding 
heating element sectors have been grouped together. Fig. 14 (a) gives 
the local HTC for n = 1, 2 (at the bottom), corresponding to an angular 
heated sector position of θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦], Fig. 14 (b) does the same for 
n = 3,8 with θ ∈ ± [45◦; 90◦], Fig. 14 (c) for n = 4,7 with θ ∈ ± [90◦; 
135◦], and Fig. 14 (d) for n = 5,6 (at the top) with θ ∈ ± [135◦; 180◦]. 
For easier reference, the peripheral regions are schematically indicated 
in the figures by black or grey arcs and correspond to the data plots with 
black and feint connector lines, respectively. 

As can be seen in Fig. 14 (c) (as an example), the symmetric nature of 
the results is quite evident based on the close agreement between the 
data for n = 7 (black connectors) and n = 4 (feint connectors), except at 
G = 300 kg/m2s, which was an anomaly. Indicative uncertainty bars are 
included on the data for G = 150 kg/m2s from which larger un-
certainties were associated with higher vapour quality conditions. As 
before, the prevailing flow patterns are indicated by the markers. 

Indicative of nucleate boiling dominance, the HTC values in the 
lower half of the tube (Fig. 14 (a) and (b)) were found to be relatively 
independent of mass flux up to x ≈ 0.15. For x > 0.15, the HTC in the 
lowest part of the tube (Fig. 14 (a)) increased with mass flux and vapour 
quality, which was caused by the resulting liquid film thinning and the 

Fig. 11. Diabatic flow pattern data for all heat flux profiles, superimposed on 
the flow pattern map of Wojtan, et al. [47]. 

Fig. 12. Intermittent-to-annular transition boundary.  
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enhancement of convective boiling. In contrast, the HTC higher up the 
tube wall (Fig. 14 (b)) was relatively unaffected by mass flux, and 
therefore remained largely dominated by nucleate boiling. 

The HTC magnitudes of the upper half of the tube (Fig. 14 (c) and 
(d)) were significantly affected by both the mass flux and vapour quality, 
emphasising the dominance of convective boiling. The HTC initially 
decreased with vapour quality, after which there was a rapidly 
increasing region. The onset of the increase was in good agreement with 
the transition to intermittent and annular flow, as can be seen from the 
flow pattern markers. The liquid slugs associated with slug and slug/ 
stratified-wavy flow formed a thin liquid film on the tube’s upper 

circumference, which has been found to reduce the suppression of 
bubble nucleation (via a slower moving liquid film) and enhance 
convective boiling (via thin film evaporation) [63]. Consequently, the 
HTC at low vapour qualities increase with mass flux, while suffering 
from the reduction in liquid slug frequency with increases in vapour 
quality. With the transition to intermittent and annular flow, the 
convective boiling mechanism was enhanced with vapour quality and 
mass flux. 

It is evident that under uniform heat flux conditions the local HTC 
varies significantly around the tube’s circumference, emphasising the 
importance of the phase asymmetry (the tendency of the liquid phase to 
accumulate at the bottom of the tube due to gravity) in larger tube di-
ameters. At lower mass fluxes and vapour qualities, the lower circum-
ference has a superior heat transfer capacity as the thicker liquid film is 
advantageous to nucleate boiling. However, for higher mass fluxes and 
vapour qualities, the thinner liquid film at the tube’s upper circumfer-
ence is advantageous to convective boiling heat transfer, outperforming 
the thicker liquid film at the lower circumference that is less favourable 
to convective mechanisms. 

7.3. Predictive models from literature 

Fig. 15 compares the obtained HTC values at the uniform heat flux to 
six well-known correlations from literature. Table 5 gives a summary of 
the mean absolute error (MAE), mean relative error (MRE), and the 
percentage of data captured within ± 30 % error. The Wojtan, et al. [40] 
flow-pattern based correlation is the most accurate at a MAE of 16.7 % 
and captures 88.1 % of the data within ± 30 %. Shah, et al. [64] pro-
vides a simpler model with the next-best MAE of 18.8 %. Kandlikar [65] 
performs similarly as well but captures 85.7 % of the data points within 
± 30 %. Kandlikar’s [65] correlation introduces a fluid-dependent 
parameter that was taken to be 1.3 as proposed by Moran, et al. [66]. 
An optimisation on the current data set gave a similar value of 1.1 to 

Table 4 
Intermittent-annular transition criteria.  

Author Model 

Wojtan, et al. [47]  

xI/A =

⎧
⎨

⎩

⎡

⎣0.341/0.875
(ρg

ρl

)− 1/1.75
(

μl

μg

)− 1/7
⎤

⎦+ 1

⎫
⎬

⎭

− 1

(22)     

where ρl and ρg are the saturated liquid and vapour densities, while μl and μg are the saturated liquid and vapour dynamic viscosities, respectively. 
Barbieri, et al. [60]  

Frl = 3.75X2.4
tt (23)   

Canière, et al. [61]  

Frl = (14.27PA + 2.315)X(
− 0.618P2

A+0.6975PA+2.504)
tt

(24)     

where PA ∈ [0;1] is the probability of annular flow. 
Costa-Patry and Thome [58]  

xI/A = 425
(ρg

ρl

)0.1 Bo1.1

Co0.5
(25)    

where Co is the confinement number. 
Ong and Thome [62]  

xI/A = 0.047Co0.05
(μg

μl

)0.7(ρg

ρl

)0.6

Re0.8
go We− 0.91

lo (26)    

where Rego is the gas-only Reynolds number and Welo is the liquid-only Weber number. 
Zhu, et al. [59]  

xI/A = 0.03388Co0.2829
(μg

μl

)0.5371(ρg

ρl

)0.6786

Re0.8094
go We− 0.4297

lo Bo0.1984 (27)      

Fig. 13. Uniform heat flux average heat transfer coefficients.  
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gain marginal improvements (resulting in a MAE of 19.2 %). The cor-
relation of Fang, et al. [37] was also evaluated and displays a remarkable 
MAE of only 2.8 %. However, the model requires detailed knowledge of 
the local wetted-wall heat fluxes and temperatures and is therefore not 
comparable. From the experimental data in Fig. 15, it can be noted that 
all the evaluated correlations generally overpredict the HTC for 
stratified-wavy and slug/stratified-wavy flow (nucleate boiling domi-
nant flow), while underpredicting the HTC for slug, intermittent, and 
annular flow (convective boiling dominant flow). 

8. Non-uniform heat flux results 

8.1. Average heat transfer coefficient 

Fig. 16 supplies a comparison of the average HTC of the various heat 
flux profiles for different mass fluxes, with the symbols provided in 
Fig. 16 (b). The experimentally observed flow pattern transition lines 
(identified in Fig. 11) are also plotted for reference. It is evident the heat 
flux distribution (for the same total heat load) had a significant influence 
on the average HTC. PTC profile heating (Case V) indicated in red 
produced the highest HTC, only to be surpassed by uniform heating 
(Case I) in latter regions of intermittent and annular flow, as seen for 
instance in Fig. 16 (a) (for G = 150 kg/m2s, and x = 0.8). Top half 
heating (Case III) shown in purple, performed the worst and resulted in 
elevated test-section temperatures and was prone to local dryout. To 
protect the test section, the number of data points produced for this 
heating profile were reduced. 

After the PTC heating profile (Case V), bottom half heating (Case II), 
given in blue, produced the next best thermal performance at low mass 
fluxes and vapour qualities (Fig. 16 (a) to (c)). As in PTC profile heating, 
the HTC for bottom half heating was not strongly influenced by vapour 
quality. This is because the lower circumference, where the bulk of the 
heating was concentrated, was always covered with a thick liquid film in 
which bubble nucleation and departure were enhanced with increases in 
local heat flux. Whereas the tube’s upper circumference for these low 
mass fluxes and vapour qualities was dry, or partially dry, and had a 
weak affinity to the local heat flux. Thus, uniform (Case I), top half (Case 
III), and side half (Case IV) heating did not perform as efficiently. 

In contrast, as the mass flux and vapour quality increased, heating 
profiles that had a significant heating contribution at the upper regions 
of the tube (Cases I, III, and IV) were much more likely to exhibit an 
improvement in the HTC. This is because of the relatively thinner liquid 
layer that developed on the tube’s upper circumference at these flow 
conditions, which is dominated by convective boiling. Convective 
boiling heat transfer is improved with the increase in local flow veloc-
ities and the reduction in the liquid film thickness, which is caused either 
by a higher applied mass flux or induced by a higher vapour quality. 
However, for these higher mass fluxes and vapour qualities, the nucleate 
boiling dominance of the lower circumference is suppressed via liquid 
film thinning and increased liquid turbulence, weakening the HTC for 
bottom half (Case II) and PTC profile (Case V) heating. 

Slug flow provided an interesting phenomenon where nucleate 
boiling dominated the lower circumference due to a thick liquid film, 
while a thin, slower-moving liquid film on the upper circumference from 

Fig. 14. Average lengthwise heat transfer coefficients for each mass flux at (a) θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦], (b) θ ∈ ± [45◦; 90◦], (c) θ ∈ ± [90◦; 135◦], and (d) θ ∈ ±

[135◦; 180◦]. 
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passing liquid slugs was largely dominated by convective boiling. As a 
result, the HTC magnitudes were generally similar between heat flux 
profiles. 

The superiority of uniform heating (Case I) for highly convective 
boiling flow conditions can be explained by the approximate alignment 
of the heat flux and HTC distributions. Convective boiling during 
intermittent and annular flow is dominated by thin liquid film evapo-
ration of the liquid annulus, which is mostly inert to heat flux. It follows 
that uniformly distributing the heat load best aligns with the near uni-
form HTC distribution, being optimal for the average heat transfer 
performance. The increase in vapour quality tends to improve the 
circumferential uniformity of the liquid film and thus the HTC magni-
tudes, further improving the heat-flux-to-HTC alignment. Similarly, 
Dirker, et al. [42] found uniform heating in annular flow to be superior 
to several non-uniformly distributed heat loads. 

8.2. Effect of mass flux 

Fig. 17 displays the effect of the mass flux on the average HTC for 
each heat flux profile. Bottom half (Case II) and PTC profile (Case V) 
heating, shown in Fig. 17 (a) and Fig. 17 (d) respectively, were 
approximately independent of mass flux, indicative of nucleate boiling 
dominance. Similar observations have been made for CO2 flow boiling 
and has been explained by the dominance of nucleate boiling [70]. Top 
half (Case III) and side half (Case IV) heating, shown in Fig. 17 (b) and 
Fig. 17 (c) respectively, displayed an increasing trend with mass flux 
across all vapour qualities, indicating the presence of convective boiling 
mechanisms. 

This provides useful insight, as PTC and other NUHF technologies 
can operate at lower mass fluxes provided the heat flux is distributed 
towards the lower circumference of the tube – towards the liquid phase 
accumulation at the lower circumference – which implies reduced pump 
power and associated costs. 

8.3. Relative heat transfer performance 

The relative heat transfer performance of the non-uniform cases to 
the uniform case are presented in Fig. 18 by considering the ratio of 
average HTC (α/αuniform). 

Bottom half (Case II) and PTC profile (Case V) heating, shown in 
Fig. 18 (a) and Fig. 18 (d), exhibited the largest scatter in relative per-
formance, ranging between a 40 % and 18 % reduction to an 80 % and 
144 % enhancement, respectively. The relative performance initially 
increased with vapour quality, as the phase asymmetry developed 
(initial vapour bubbles accumulated on the upper circumference) and 
the rate of heat transfer for uniform heating reduced. After reaching a 
maximum, the relative performance decreased with further increases to 
vapour quality, as uniform heating harnessed the liquid film evaporation 
of the upper circumference, while the nucleate boiling dominance of 
bottom half (Case II) and PTC profile (Case V) heating remained rela-
tively unaffected. The relative performance reduced with increases in 
mass flux. Increases to the mass flux accelerated the transition to, and 
increased the magnitude of, convective boiling for uniform heating 
(Case I), as compared with the near constant nucleate boiling perfor-
mance of bottom half (Case II) and PTC profile (Case V) heating. The 
upshift in relative performance for PTC profile heating (Case V) over 
semi-circumferential bottom half heating (Case II) was a result of the 
larger local heat flux and strengthened nucleate boiling mechanism. 

Top half heating (Case III), shown in Fig. 18 (b), only recorded data 
points once a thin liquid film developed on the upper circumference, 
which was convective boiling dominant. Consequently, the relative 
performance remained at approximately a 40 % reduction, as the HTC 

Fig. 15. Comparison of the calculated versus experimental heat transfer coefficients for the uniform heat flux.  

Table 5 
Predictive accuracy of heat transfer coefficient correlations.  

Correlations MAE1 

[%] 
MRE2 

[%] 
Data within ± 30 % error 
[%] 

Shah [64]  18.8 − 7.1  69.0 
Kandlikar [65]  19.6 + 3.8  85.7 
Wojtan, et al. [40]  16.7 − 2.4  88.1 
Gungor and Winterton  

[67]  
20.7 + 0.6  81.0 

Saitoh, et al. [68]  20.4 − 16.9  59.5 
Liu and Winterton [69]  21.6 − 1.2  78.6 

1MAE =
1
N
∑N

1

⃒
⃒αcal − αexp

⃒
⃒

αexp
• 100, 2MRE =

1
N
∑N

1
αcal − αexp

αexp
• 100.
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values were unaffected by the increased heat flux and suffered from the 
reduction in heat transfer surface area of top half heating. 

Side half heating (Case IV), shown in Fig. 18 (c), had a reduced 
scatter in relative performance, ranging between a 35 % reduction to a 
25 % enhancement in performance. Since both side half (Case IV) and 
uniform (Case I) heating distributed the heat load uniformly across the 
phase asymmetry, similar heat transfer mechanisms were activated and 
resulted in quantitively similar trends with mass flux and vapour qual-
ity. Only at highly convective boiling flow did side half heating (Case IV) 
suffer in relative performance by virtue of the reduced heat transfer area 
and convective boiling’s inert response to heat flux. 

It is clear the average HTC for semi-circumferential bottom half 
heating (Case II) varies significantly from PTC profile heating (Case V), 
implying a semi-circumferential heat flux profile is not an accurate way 
of representing the thermal condition in PTC absorber tubes. Therefore, 
the PTC heating profile should not be simplified to a semi- 
circumferential bottom half heating profile when modelling PTC 
tubes, as this can lead to an inaccurate model. 

9. Local heat transfer coefficient 

9.1. Local heat transfer coefficient response to heat flux 

Fig. 19 displays the local HTC values versus the local heat flux at 
different peripheral locations around the tube in terms of the angular 
position of the heating element sector: (a) θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦], (b) θ ∈ ±

[45◦; 90◦], (c) θ ∈ ± [90◦; 135◦], and (d) θ ∈ ± [135◦; 180◦]. As before, 

symmetry was used to group relevant sectors. The Cooper [39] pool 
boiling correlation (αnb) is superimposed for discussion purposes. 

It should be noted that in this study the lower portion of the tube was 
constantly wetted by a liquid layer due to the horizontal arrangement 
and gravitational force. At the lowest tube region with θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦] 
(Fig. 19 (a)), a HTC lower bound corresponding to approximately 60 % 
of the Cooper [39] pool boiling prediction (0.6αnb) was found to exist, 
while the HTC lower bound for slightly higher up the tube wall at θ ∈ ±

[45◦; 90◦] (Fig. 19 (b)) required no correction (αnb). By deduction, the 
suppression of nucleate boiling increased towards the bottom of the tube 
for the consistently wetted lower circumference. Moran, et al. [66] 
noted the interfacial waves in stratified-wavy flow induces secondary 
flow, which diminishes toward the bottom of the tube. The secondary 
flow removes hot fluid at the tube wall and replaces it with cooler fluid, 
increasing the temperature gradient between the tube wall and fluid 
[66]. Therefore, the interfacial waves in the nucleate boiling dominant 
flow patterns induced secondary flow over the region of θ ∈ ± [45◦; 90◦] 
and made for the effective superheat to be equivalent to that of pure 
nucleate boiling (Tw − Tsat), resulting in no nucleate suppression. 
Whereas the secondary flow had mostly dissipated before the bottom of 
the tube, that being the lowest region of the tube at θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦], 
resulting in a reduced effective wall superheat and thus the suppression 
of bubble nucleation. 

The tube’s upper circumference (Fig. 19 (c) and (d)) followed 
considerably different trends to the lower circumference. The tube’s 
apex at θ ∈ ± [135◦; 180◦] was either dry or subjected to thin film 
evaporation. Consequently, the local HTC did not have a nucleate 

Fig. 16. Comparison of the average heat transfer coefficients for all heat flux profiles at (a) G = 150 kg/m2s, (b) G = 200 kg/m2s, (c) G = 250 kg/m2s, and (d) G =

300 kg/m2s. 
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Fig. 17. Effect of mass flux of the average heat transfer coefficient for different heat flux profiles: (a) bottom half, (b) top half, (c) side half, and (d) PTC profile 
heating. Only uncertainty bars for G = 150 kg/m2s are displayed. 
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Fig. 18. Relative heat transfer performance of the non-uniform cases to uniform case for (a) bottom half, (b) top half, (c) side half, and (d) PTC profile heating.  
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Fig. 19. Local heat transfer coefficients versus local heat flux at peripheral locations (a) θ ∈ ± [0◦; 45◦], (b) θ ∈ ± [45◦; 90◦], (c) θ ∈ ± [90◦; 135◦], and (d) θ ∈ ±

[135◦; 180◦]. 

Fig. 20. Comparison of the calculated versus experimental heat transfer coefficients at the local level, shaded in terms of local heat flux.  
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boiling lower bound, and convective heat transfer dominated. Slightly 
lower down the tube wall at θ ∈ ± [90◦; 135◦] (Fig. 19 (c)) similar 
behaviour was obtained, however, with a larger scatter in respects to 
heat flux as mechanisms of nucleate boiling were superimposed, 
depending on the flow pattern. 

9.2. Predictive methods from literature at the local level 

Fig. 20 displays the predicted versus experimental HTC magnitudes 
at each local surface (m,n). The heat flux employed in the correlations 
was the local wetted-wall heat flux, where the magnitude is indicated 
via the data point colour. As clearly identified in Fig. 20, existing cor-
relations perform poorly at the local level, which is to be expected as 
they were derived and purposed for the average HTC. Consequently, the 
local HTC values at low heat flux regions are severely overpredicted by 
most of the included correlations, and the rate of increase in the local 
HTC (when compared to the experimental values) is underpredicted. 
Compared to the other correlations, the pool boiling correlation of 
Cooper [39] has a stronger dependency on the local heat flux and, thus, 
can more suitable capture the local HTC increasing trend with local heat 
flux. 

While not displayed in Fig. 20, the correlation of Fang, et al. [37] was 
evaluated and performed extremely well with a MAE of 2.5 %. However, 
the application of the correlation remains limited as it requires detailed 
knowledge of the wetted-wall temperatures, which in this data set was 
known, and explains the good agreement. 

Similar to Fig. 20, Fig. 21 presents the same comparison between the 
calculated local HTC and experimentally obtained local HTC values, but 
now shaded in terms of the local vapour quality instead of the local heat 
flux. From the figure it is clear that no direct dependence can be 
observed between the prediction accuracies on the local vapour quality. 
Instead, for all vapour qualities each correlation exhibits a wide range of 
under- to over-prediction of the local HTC. 

This alludes to the fact that, by nature, the existing average HTC 
correlations are not suitable for local implementation and that further 
investigation is required to better understand and predict the local flow 
boiling heat transfer mechanism, particularly in cases with varying 

liquid layer thickness and heat flux intensities around the circumference 
of a tube. 

10. Conclusion 

In this investigation experimental data was gathered to aid in the 
fundamental understanding of the thermohydraulic characteristics of 
flow boiling subjected to non-uniform heating, This is of particular in-
terest for direct steam/vapour generation in parabolic trough collectors. 
Saturated flow boiling of R245fa in a 17.12 mm diameter horizontal 
stainless-steel tube was studied at a variety of circumferential heat flux 
profiles. Based on the results it was found that:  

• The applied heat flux profile influenced the local and average heat 
transfer coefficients. 

• Irrespective of the applied heat flux profile, the obtained flow pat-
terns agreed with those previously identified in literature and their 
transition boundaries were inert to the heat flux distribution. The 
flow-pattern map of Wojtan, et al. [47] describes the experimental 
data relatively well, while the proposal of Barbieri, et al. [60] better 
captures the intermittent-to-annular transition boundary.  

• The uniformly applied heat flux resolved significant circumferential 
non-uniformities in the heat transfer coefficients, where the local 
heat transfer mechanisms were intrinsically linked to the accompa-
nying flow pattern.  

• The average heat transfer coefficient for the uniform heat flux was 
most accurately described by the flow-pattern based correlation of 
Wojtan, et al. [40].  

• The parabolic trough collector heating profile had the highest heat 
transfer coefficient for most flow conditions, with a maximum rela-
tive performance to uniform heating of a 144 % enhancement, fol-
lowed by bottom heating at an 80 % maximum enhancement.  

• Uniform heating was superior at highly convective boiling flow 
conditions by approximately 40 % to semi-circumferential heating.  

• Lower circumference positions were dominated by nucleate boiling 
mechanisms while the upper circumference positions were domi-
nated by convective mechanisms. 

Fig. 21. Calculated versus experimental heat transfer coefficients at the local level, shaded in terms of local vapour quality.  
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Further research is required on predictive methods for resolving the 
local heat transfer coefficients. 
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